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Photograph from  the Western Front  

Cloete was a South African who volunteered to fight in the First World War. He 

was injured in 1916 and spend the rest of the war in England, recovering.  



“British soldiers on the Western Front spent only 40% of their 

time engaged in Front Line activities. The other 60% of their time 

was spent in four main areas: shopping, food, leisure and sexual / 

romantic liaisons.” 

Lives of the First World War, by J. Fuller— a historian, 1991 
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Soldiers bathing near Aveluy Wood, Belgium. 
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Graves fought in the 

First World War but was 

injured in 1916.  

An early tank in a ditch, 1916 

Borton was an officer in 

the British Army. He 

won many medals for 

bravery including the 

Victoria Cross 



Canadian Soldiers on the Western Front 
 
During the day time soldiers often slept or wrote letters, like these Canadian soldiers photo-

graphed near Willerval. 

Cigarette Tin 
 
These cigarettes belonged to Albert 

Tattersall. Cigarettes were an im-

portant part of life in the trenches, 

and were given to soldiers as part of 

their rations.  If you didn’t smoke 

yourself they could be swapped and 

traded for other goods. Albert’s ciga-

rettes were sent home after he died 

of wounds received on the first day 

of the Battle of the Somme. 
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A man on watch whilst his fellow solders rest. 1915 

This is an extract from Griffiths’ memoirs (the story of his life at war) 

published in the early 1920s.  
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Men inspecting a trench. April 1915 

Accounts from soldiers who fought on the Western Front  
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Pressey was a soldier. He was gassed on 7th June 1917 but he survived. He wrote about 

all his experiences after the war.  
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Photograph of a dog with rats it had caught. Dogs were kept as pets 

and were used to keep rat numbers down.  
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Rogers was from Birmingham and joined the army at the start of the war. He 

died when a ship he was on was sunk near Gibraltar in 1915 



Quotes from ‘Mud, Blood and Poppycock’ by Gordon Corrigan a Revisionist Historian 

Despite the tales of rats, lice and general filth, cleanliness in the trenches were strictly en-

forced. The army paid a great deal of attention to its latrines (toilets), as indeed it had to. By 

now the army was well aware that if human waste was not disposed of properly, unnecessary 

casualties (deaths) would follow.  

 

Good discipline got rid of rubbish and edible scraps, and rats were rarely a problem in the 

trenches, although lice, inevitable when men cannot wash properly, sometimes were. On com-

ing out of the line troops had their uniforms fumigated (de-liced), laundered (washed) and 

ironed, and if necessary exchanged to reduce the risk of infestation. 

 

The so called horrors of the trenches were very short lived indeed, and it is unusual to find any 

battalion (about 500 soldiers) spending more four or five days a month in the firing line. Away 

from the front line there was much to do…….men were relatively safe and comfortable. 

 

Men visited independent prostitutes or enthusiastic amateurs. Altogether the army medical 

services treated 153,531 cases of VD on the Western Front. VD is venereal disease (sexually 

transmitted infections)  

 

Daily intake of calories was 4,111. It was a healthy and balanced diet. Nevertheless whilst not 

fancy cuisine (food), this was a far better diet than many been used to at home, where in poor-

er households meat was eaten once or twice a week.  

 

It has generally been considered that one indicator of morale and discipline in a unit is its sick 

rate: that is, the percentage of men saying they are sick with illness due to causes other than 

actual fighting. Throughout the war on the Western Front the sick rate was well below accepta-

ble peacetime rates, and not much higher than actual pre war levels (0.30 was considered ac-

ceptable): 

1913 0.12% 

1914 0.26% 

1915 0.13% 

1916 0.15% 

As for blood, there was much less of it about than is portrayed. Stories of men wading through 

blood and the ground being red with blood are, sadly for Hollywood film makers, just stories.  
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